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TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF ANALYTICALLY

UNIFORM SPACES

BY

C. A. BERENSTEIN AND M. A. DOSTAL(')

Abstract. In the first part of the article we study certain topological properties of

analytically uniform spaces (/([/-spaces, cf. L. Ehrenpreis, Fourier transforms in

several complex variables, Interscience, New York, 1970). In particular we prove that

.4 (/-spaces and their duals are always nuclear. From here one can easily obtain some

important properties of these spaces, such as the Fourier type representation of

elements of a given A (/-space, etc.

The second part is devoted to one important example of A (/-space which was not

investigated in the aforementioned monograph: the scale of Beurling spaces Ba and

â»'„. We find a simple family of majorants which define the topology of the space 3a.

This shows that the spaces of Beurling distributions are /((/-spaces. Moreover, it leads

to some interesting consequences and new problems.

Introduction. The notion of analytically uniform space was introduced into

analysis by Leon Ehrenpreis in 1960 [13] as a natural framework for his so-called

fundamental principle and other related results on division problems. Later it

turned out that not only the division problems for convolution equations, but also

many other problems in analysis such as the quasi-analycity, gap and density

theorems, balayage, etc., can be successfully studied in terms of analytically uniform

spaces. These topics together with numerous concrete examples of analytically

uniform spaces are treated in the recent monograph of L. Ehrenpreis [16].

The analytically uniform spaces can be viewed as the largest class of topo-

logical vector spaces which can be studied and described in terms of the Fourier

transform. However, it is then natural to ask: What are the functional analysis

properties of analytically uniform spaces? This question is studied in the first part

of the present article. In particular, we prove that such spaces are always nuclear

(cf. Theorems 1 and 2).

The second part deals with the Beurling distribution spaces S)'a considered as

analytically uniform spaces. In order to show that S>'a is an analytically uniform

space (cf. Corollary 1 of Theorem 3) one has to find an intrinsic description of the
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topology in the space 2sa of Fourier transforms of Beurling test functions. We give

three different definitions of this topology and show their equivalence with the

original one (Theorem 3). This gives a simplified and more direct way of looking

on such spaces, which is especially suitable for the study of division problems in

Beurling spaces. These spaces are not discussed in [16] except for the classical case

when 31^ = 2 and 9l'a=3>' are spaces of L. Schwartz [30]. However, even in this

special case our method gives a definition of the topology of B different from the

usual ones [30], [14], [16]; actually, it is based on the same idea as one theorem

of B. Malgrange (cf. [26, §2. Un théorème de régularité]).

We wish to express our thanks to Professor L. Ehrenpreis for his constant

interest in our work.

1. Nuclearity of analytically uniform spaces and their duals. We start with

some general remarks on topological vector spaces. In what follows all spaces are

always assumed to be Hausdorff locally convex spaces over complex numbers. We

shall call them I.e. spaces. Given a I.e. space T, we denote by T'b the strong dual of

Fand by <-,->r the bilinear form defining the duality between Fand T'b. For all

other terminology, notations and definitions see [25], [23], [28], [32]. We shall only

recall the following two definitions which will be used in this section:

Io. F is called semi-Montel if every bounded set in F is relatively compact.

Obviously, semi-Montel spaces are quasi-complete and semireflexive [23].

2°. F is called separable (boundedly separable (2)) if Fcontains a countable dense

subset (if each bounded set in F is contained in the closure of some bounded

countable subset of F).

If the space F is metrizable, then the separability of F obviously implies its

¿»-separability. The converse is true whenever F contains a fundamental sequence

of bounded sets; therefore, it holds, e.g., for duals of metrizable spaces and more

generally for (7)F)-spaces. On the other hand this converse is known to be false

for metrizable spaces [7] and even for (F)-spaces [24](3).

The next lemma gives some simple conditions which are sufficient for ¿»-separa-

bility:

Lemma 1. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for the b-separability:

(i) F is a strict inductive limit of a sequence of b-separable spaces Tn (n = 1, 2,... ).

In particular, if all Tn are separable (F)-spaces, then the (LF)-space T is separable

and b-separable.

(ii) F is semi-Montel and T'b separable. In this case the bounded subsets in T are

also metrizable.

(iii) T'b is nuclear.

(iv) F is a Fréchet-Montel space or the dual of such a space. In this case T is also

separable.

(2) Abbreviated in what follows as ¿»-separable.

(3) These results were proved under the assumption of the continuum hypothesis.
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Proof. Condition (i) is obvious, (ii) Let A be a closed bounded set in T. We can

assume that A contains the origin. Consider the closed convex hull, h(A), of the

set A. From our hypotheses and by the Kreïn-Milman theorem it follows that h(A) is

compact. However h(A)°° = h(A) is equicontinuous and hence w**-compact in (T'b)'

= T. Therefore h(A) is also w-compact in Fand thus necessarily u-metrizable (4).

However, since obviously the weak and strong topology of F induce on h(A)

the same topology, h(A) is a compact metrizable set and therefore also separable,

(iii) is a well-known property of dually nuclear spaces [28]. (iv) If Fis a (FAZ)-space,

then F is separable by a result of Dieudonné [8]; and, as a metrizable space, F is

also 6-separable. If F is the dual of a (FAZ)-space, then T'b is a (F)-space which

must be separable [8], and we use (ii).

Lemma 2. Let T be nuclear. Then

(i) If T is quasi-barrelled, then T'b isa Montel space; in particular, every b-separable

space which is a dual of a nuclear a-quasi-barrelled space (5) is a Montel space. If T

is also quasi-complete, then both T and T'b are Montel spaces and T'b is b-separable.

(ii) If T is a (F)-space or a quasi-complete (DF)-space, then T and Tb are complete

ultrabornological (6) nuclear separable and b-separable spaces.

Proof, (i) As the dual of a nuclear space, T'b is barrelled (cf. [17, p. 155]), and the

bounded subsets in T'b are precompact. However, since F is quasi-barrelled, T'b is

quasi-complete and therefore a Montel space. The rest follows easily, (ii) Let T be

a nuclear (F)-space. Then F is obviously a complete ultrabornological reflexive

space and T'b is also nuclear [28]. Hence by (i), Tb is a quasi-complete ¿-separable

space. Since T'b is a (7J>F)-space, it follows from this that the space Tb must be

complete (see [25, p. 405, (3) a)]) and separable. However, T'b is also ultraborno-

logical as the complete dual of a reflexive (F)-space. The separability of F follows

again from [8]. Now let F be a (1) quasi-complete; (2) nuclear; (3) (DF)-space.

Then (1) and (2) imply that (4) Fis a semi-Montel space and therefore also semi-

reflexive. Furthermore, T'b is a nuclear (F)-space [28], hence also a (FAZ)-space;

thus, by [8] T'b is separable. This together with (4) and (ii) of Lemma 1 shows that

all bounded sets in Fare metrizable, and by [25, p. 402, (12) b)], the latter is a

sufficient condition for F to be quasi-barrelled. Therefore by (4), the spaces Fand

T'b form a reflexive pair with T'b a nuclear space, and we are again in the preceding

case.

Remark. Several articles were recently devoted to different denumerability con-

ditions in I.e. spaces (cf. [12], [29], [33], [34] and also a series of articles by W.

Slowikowski and V. Pták [35]). Motivation for these investigations comes always

(4) Cf. e.g., N. Bourbaki, Espaces vectoriels topologiques, Actualités  Sei. Indust., no.

1229, Hermann, Paris, 1955, Chapter IV, §2, Proposition 3. MR 17, 1109.

(5) E is called a-quasi-barrelled provided each countable strongly bounded subset of E¡¡ is

equicontinuous, cf. [23], [34].

(6) Cf. [23].
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from function and distribution spaces where such properties of sequential character

play an important role. It would be interesting to study more systematically

also the notion of ¿»-separability. (In [27] ¿»-separability is called Runge property.)

Definition 1. Given a I.e. space W, we shall call W an analytically uniform

space (A [/-space) provided

(i)  W is the strong dual of some I.e. space U; and

(ii) There exists a continuous analytic embedding o> of the «-dimensional com-

plex space Cn onto a set whose span is a dense subspace of W. Thus, in particular,

for each S e U, the function <5, oj(z)}v is an entire function in Cn; we shall denote

this function by §(z).

(iii) There exists a family K={k} of positive continuous functions k(z) defined

on the whole space C and such that for each Se U and k e K we have S(z) =

(9(k(z)), and if we define

(1) Pk(S) = sup \S(z)\/k(z),
z

then the sets

V(k, .) = {S e U : Pk(S) fie},

for a\\ k e K and e positive, form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of the

origin in the space U. The family K is called an analytic uniform structure (AU-

structure) for the space W.

Remarks, (a) In his original definition [15] Ehrenpreis assumes the pair

(U, W) to be reflexive. Then the space 77 is just the strong dual of W (7). Although

this definition is more natural, Definition 1 above covers a more general class of

A [/-spaces (cf. the example at the end of this section).

(b) Let us notice that condition (ii) implies that the space W is always separable.

(c) We shall use the following terminology: the entire function S(z), for S e U,

will be called the Fourier transform of the element S. The functions S form a

vector space U. If we equip the space U with the locally convex topology defined

by the norms pk(S)=pk(S) (cf. (1)), then the algebraic isomorphism S<-> S becomes

an isomorphism of the I.e. spaces U and U. For concrete examples of A [/-spaces

this terminology agrees with the usual one: the spaces U and W which occur in

practice are always some distribution or function spaces and the mapping w is the

exponential mapping en: z\-+ exp (i(x, z», z e C, and the entire function S(z) is

then the usual Fourier transform of the distribution S: S(z) = S(exp (i(x, z))).

(d) Given an AU-space W, there can be different A [/-structures defining the

same A [/-space W. Actually, it will be our objective in the second part of this

article to find suitable A [/-structures for some important special examples of

A [/-spaces.

(7) On the other hand, we shall see later that the space U is almost always semireflexive.

Thus U could be called the A (/-dual of the space W.
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Conditions (i)-(iii) suffice already for a Fourier-type representation of elements

of the space W (cf. [15, Theorem 1]) which we shall discuss later. However, in

order to prove the basic analytic theorems for .4 [/-spaces such as the so-called

fundamental principle (cf. [13], [16]), Ehrenpreis imposes certain additional con-

ditions on the space U. These conditions can be divided into two groups: Io

conditions (iv)-(vii) listed below which represent only very mild requirements of a

general functional analysis character and which do not essentially restrict the class

of A [/-spaces ; and 2° certain conditions of purely analytic character (see conditions

(e) and (d) in [16, Chapter IV]) which are necessary for the analytic part of the

proofs in [16]. These conditions already restrict essentially the class of .4 [/-spaces.

Ehrenpreis calls such spaces product localizable ^[/-spaces (PLA[/-spaces). Since

in this section we are interested in properties of a possibly large class of A [/-spaces,

only some of the conditions (iv)-(vii) below will be always assumed. On the other

hand it would be interesting to find some functional analysis interpretation of the

conditions of second type. It would probably lead to simpler proofs of some

important theorems in [16] and provide an additional insight into the whole theory.

In our view these conditions are related to the validity of the open mapping

theorem in certain spaces derived from the PLA [/-spaces (cf. Problem 4.2 in [16,

Chapter IV]).

Let U and W be the I.e. spaces of Definition 1 :

(iv) Any entire function F in C such that F(z) = 0(k(z)) for all k e K is of the

form F= S for some S in U.

(v) For any A>0, if we replace the ,4 [/-structure K={k] by the family KN =

{kN}keK where

(2) kN(z)=    max   {k(z')(\ + \z'\)»},
|2-2'IStf

then KN is again an ,4[/-structure for ^defining the same topology in the space U.

(vi) We assume that in addition to the analytic uniform structure K={k}, there

is also given a family M = {m} called a bounded analytic uniform structure (BAU-

structure) of the space W which describes the bounded sets in the space U. The

family M is defined as the system of all positive continuous functions m(z) on Cn

such that m(z) = 0(k(z)) for all keK. The sets

Am = IS e U : sup ^ß- < const!
L zee* m(z) J

are obviously bounded subsets in U; and, we require that these sets form a fun-

damental system of bounded sets in the space U.

We can also express condition (iv) by saying that the family K is "complete",

i.e. the majorants k(z) completely determine which entire functions S(z) are

elements of the space U by restricting their growth. However, condition (iv) also

implies another completeness :
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Proposition 1. Each space U satisfying condition (iv) is a complete I.e. space.

Proof. Indeed, the topology ¡T of the space [/is obviously finer than the topology

3~c of the uniform convergence of functions S(z), S e U, on compact subsets in C.

Hence, by (iv), the topology 3~ has a fundamental system of neighborhoods which

are complete in the topology &~c. The completeness of (U, .T) then follows.

Condition (v) is quite natural when IF is a function or a distribution space: it

essentially assures the continuity of differentiation. (Let us note that condition (v)

also enables us to replace the symbol "<P" in (iii) by " »" (8).) Once differentiation

is a continuous operation in U, we suspect U is a nuclear space. We shall show that

it is actually so. We begin with the following simple fact:

Lemma 3. Let H(z) be an entire function in C and l(z) any positive continuous

majorant of H in Cn, i.e. H(z) = 6(l(zj). Set

1(z) =    sup   {l(z')(\ + \z'\)2n + a}

where ¿\1={(i e Cn : max; |£¿| ^ 1} and a is any fixed positive number. Then

(3) suP^!<lf    WPH*' ,

where \d¡¡,\ is the Lebesgue measure in Cn = R2n.

Proof. By the mean value property of harmonic functions applied to the poly-

disc Ar = A(zj; r)x ■ ■ ■ x A(zn; r) and the function 77 we obtain

(4) H(z) = -A   H(z + l)\dt\.
*■   Jai

Multiplying the integrand in (4) by the function l(z)/l(z') x (I + \z'\)2n + a, which is

ïî 1 in the polydisc Ax, we get

(5) |77(z)| < 1 Í   LH&+DI-KI < & f      TOM<g|    •

Thus the lemma is proved.

By y¡(X) e$b(X)) we shall denote the Banach space of all continuous (bounded

continuous) functions on a compact (locally compact) space X.

The following criterion for nuclearity of a I.e. space E is due to A. Pietsch [28]:

(P) The space E is nuclear if and only if for each continuous seminorm p on E

there exists a neighborhood V of the origin in E and a positive Radon measure on

the w*-compact set V° such that for each ze E,

(6) p(z)ú f   \{z,xyE\dp.(x).
Jv°

(8) More exactly, there exists an /((/-structure K={k} for which (iii) holds with "t>".
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Here we are using the following notation: for each f e ^(V0) we write sym-

bolically

(7)

if, pW) =     „ if, 8(x)>*(y°> dn(x)
Jv°

=     J(x)dp.(x),
Jv°

where 8(x) is the natural embedding Vo -> ^'(V°). If y3 is the natural open embed-

ding of F into its bidual E", then each zeE defines a continuous function

z=ß(z)\vo on V°. The integrand in (7) is just the absolute value of this function

and (6) can be written simply asp(z)^<|z|, /fWv

Theorem 1. If W is an analytically uniform space such that the corresponding

space U satisfies (v), then U is nuclear.

Proof. We shall prove that U is nuclear. Denote by W the space U'. If K={k}

is an ^[/-structure for ^so is the family K2n + 1 = {k'} according to our hypothesis.

Take any k' e K2n + 1; then

k'(z) =      sup      {k(z')(l + \z'\)2n + 1}
2-z'eA2n + i

for some k e K. Hence by Lemma 3,

\H(w)\-\dw\
(8) Pk(H) ú ¿ f

IT    JC" k(w)(l + \w\)2

The vector space Uk of all functions of the form 77/A: for some 77 e U is a sub-

space of ^b(Cn) and the corresponding (algebraic) isomorphism «: i/-> Uk is a

continuous embedding of U into ^(C). The restriction of any evaluation func-

tional A(À) e ^(C1) (À £ C") on the subspace Uk generates a continuous linear

form A*(A) on U, A*(X) = A(X)\Uk o K and for each 77 e U, </7, A*(X)yv=H(X)/k(X).

Let us set V={H e U : pk(H)^l}. Then the mapping A*:Ah^A*(A) maps

w*-continuously Cn into the w*-compact subset Vo of W. Let a i-> 8(a) be the natural

embedding of Vo into T(V°).

Integrating this mapping over Cn with respect to the measure dp(X) =

TT~n(l + \X\)2n + 1\dX\, we again obtain a positive Radon measure p on Vo, p =

Jcn S(A*(A)) dp(X), since obviously ¡pH^o,^ ||p||^;(C»).

Now take an arbitrary He U and let \H\ be defined as the absolute value of the

function 77 generated by 77 (cf. the text preceding Theorem 1). Then, for each

XeC\ \H\(8(A*(X))) = \(A*(X),ß(H)>w\ = \H(X)\/k(X) and thus by (8) we get

fa\ ta\ *r   f     \H(w)\dp(w) |0|
(9) pAH) ï J^1-^-= <\M\, ^W,.

Therefore condition (P) is verified and this proves the theorem.

If £ is a I.e. space and A a bounded closed absolutely convex subset in E, we

shall denote by E(A) the normed space defined as follows: as a set, E is given by
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E(d) = KJ\îo ^d; E(A) is a vector subspace of Fand the norm on E(A) is given by

the unit ball A. The unit ball in the dual space E'(A) will be denoted by S(A). It

follows from the theory of nuclear spaces that the next condition is sufficient for

the nuclearity of E' (cf. [28, Proposition 4.1.6]):

(P') Let W(E) be the system of all closed absolutely convex bounded subsets in

F. Then for each A e 9Ji(F) there exists a B e M(F) such that (i) A^tB for some

t>0; and (ii) for some positive Radon measure p. on the w*-compact subset S(A)

of F '(A) we have

(10) 11*1«»^ f    \{z,xy\dp.(x)
Jsu)

for each z e E(A).

Theorem 2. If W is an analytically uniform space such that conditions (v) and

(vi) are satisfied, then W is nuclear.

Proof. It is obviously sufficient to check condition (P') only for the sets A of the

form A=Am for some me M (cf. (vi)). Mme M, then the functions

m'(z) =        sup       {m(z')(l + \z'\)2n + 1}
|z-z'|S2?i+l

satisfies the conditions m'(z) = 6(k'(zj) for all k' e K2n+y (cf. (v)). Hence the set

B={S e U : \S(z)\ fim'(z) for all z e Cn) is bounded in [/and by Lemma 3 we have

for all 77 6 U(A)

(11) Pb(H) fi  fJcn

177(A)! dp(X)
m(X)

Now, following the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 1, one constructs a

positive Radon measure p. on the set S(A) such that the integral in (11) becomes

the scalar product <|77|, /u^sm».

Given an A [/-space W together with the corresponding space U and the AU-

structure K={k}, the following norms can be considered on the space U (or

equivalently on [/): for each k e K we set

(12)
M2 \ 1/2

where S is an arbitrary element of U and dp the measure in (9). Lemma 3 combined

with the Schwarz inequality gives immediately

Proposition 2. If W satisfies condition (v), all three systems of norms

(0 {PklkeK*

("Hl-iriV*;
cío {Hin«*
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are equivalent, i.e. define the same topology on the space U. In particular, this

topology can also be defined by the scalar products

(13) [S1,S2]k = jJ^2{z)dP(z).

Hence by Proposition 2, we could define ,4 [/-spaces by means of 7_2-norms

instead of sup-norms. This answers Question 3 of [15, p. 74].

Let F be any element in W. Then the mapping Tn>f given by the formula

i§, T}c=iS, F>r/ defines a natural isomorphism between I.e. spaces W and W.

However, by Proposition 2 there exists a function k e K such that F defines a

bounded linear functional on the pre-Hilbert space (Í7, [•, -]k). Denote by U(k,

the completion of the latter space. The mapping 77 i-> H=H(z)/(k(z)(\ + |z|)n + 1/2)

is an isomorphism of U(k) onto a closed subspace Üik) of L2(Cn). If F is the image

of F in this isomorphism, then f can be extended to the functional f~ defined on

the whole space L2(Cn). (For instance, we can extend f by setting f~ =0 on the

orthogonal complement of Üik) in L2(Cn).) In particular, we have <77, F>(/=

<77, F~>L2(Cr.). Let Fr(z) be the function in L2(Cn) representing the functional f~,

i.e.

<G,F~V(C», = f   G(z)xFÄz)\dz\
Jcn

for all G e L2(Cn). Applying this representation to the elements G e L2(Cn) of the

form

G(z) = S%),       SeU,

we obtain the following

Corollary 1. For any TeW there exists a majorant ke K and a function

FT(z) e L2(Cn) such that f has the Fourier-type representation

(14) t=l*z)mkm%Y>™

where the integral is to be understood in the functional sense.

Remarks. (1) The corollary is a more concrete version of Theorem 1 established

in [15] under a slightly more general assumption, namely that for each SeU and

each keK one has S(z) = ¿>(k(z)) which follows immediately from condition (v).

(2) It is clear from the proof of Theorem 1 that the integral in (14) can always

be given a measure-theoretic meaning; in some important special cases this

integral exists even in the Lebesgue-Stieltjes sense (cf. [15], [16]). Since in all con-

crete examples of A [/-spaces we always have <o(z) = exp (i'<z, x}), Corollary 1 really

gives a Fourier-type representation of each element in W. The importance of such

a representation in applications is discussed in detail in [16].

(3) Starting from formula (14), it would be possible to define a "carrier" of
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any element in-the space IF (similarly as it is done in [27]), because the integration

in (14) is carried out only over the set supp FT whose size depends upon how

"large" is the subspace Üm in the space L2(Cn). This is evidently related to the

notion of a sufficient set (cf. [16] and [1]).

(4) Let us note that if F varies in (14) so that pk(t) remains bounded, then the

L2-norms of the corresponding functions FT are also bounded.

Lemmas 1 and 2 combined with Theorems 1 and 2 imply different properties of

,4[/-spaces. We shall explicitly mention only the following:

Corollary 2. Assume that W is an A U-space such that the corresponding space

U is quasi-barrelled (9) and conditions (iv), (v) and (vi) are satisfied. Then U and W

are both complete nuclear reflexive b-separable spaces. Moreover, if one of the spaces

is a (DF)-space, then U and W are also bornological spaces.

Finally, let us quote the last condition of nonanalytic character which Ehrenpreis

imposes on all A [/-spaces occurring in his theory (cf. [16, Chapter IV]):

(vii) ... we assume, in addition, that the ^[/-structure K can be chosen to con-

sist of products of functions of single variables, that is, each k e K is of the form

ky(zy)k2(z2)- ■ -kn(zn), where the functions k, are continuous and positive.

This condition is obviously a requirement on the tensor structure of the space

W. In connection with (vii) we can ask the following question :

((g)) For /'= 1, 2, let Wi be a given A [/-space with respect to the space Ut and the

,4 [/-structure Kt. Let o»t: C"<-> Wt be the corresponding analytic embedding.

Consider the algebraic tensor products [/= Uy ® U2, W= Wy ® W2 and the

family K={ky(zy)-k2(z2)}kieKl]k2t=K2 of majorants defined on the space Cn =

Cni+ n2, and put oj(zly z2) = a>y(zy) <g> <*>2(z2). Let x be the topology on U given by the

majorants from K and 0X the completion of U in this topology. Which topology

has one to consider on the space W in order that W (or rather the completion of

Win this topology) be an A [/-space with respect to the space U and the family Kl

Denote by e, i the coarsest (respectively finest) I.e. topology compatible with the

tensor structure of the space U. Let n be the projective topology on U. Then

£<><t. Let S be any element in Uy (g> U2 and S=2?=i S?3 ® #2) an arbitrary

tensor representation of S. Then the number

m

(15) S(zy,z2)= 2 #1}(zi)#2)fe)>
r=l

for (zy, z2) e Cn, does not depend on this particular representation; therefore the

topology x is defined by the seminorms

(16) Pklk2(S)   =   SUP klf^y^2} i kySKy,k2SK2.

(9) Or only : a-quasi-barrelled and its dual ¿»-separable.
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Similarly, the number

m

(17) eTlT2(S) = 2 <$». Tùu.-iS^, T2}U2,
r=l

where Tx e Wx, T2 e W2, is independent of any particular tensor representation of

S. The topology e is defined by the seminorms

(18) ?fcl*2(S)=     sup      \eTlT2(S)\
T1eV1;T2eV2

for all kx e Ku k2 e K2 (cf. [28]), where we denoted by Vt the polar (in Wt) of the

set {S e Ut : pkl(S) Ú 1}.

Lemma 4. The topology y is compatible with the tensor structure of the space U.

More precisely, the following relations hold:

(19) e < x < ■"•

Proof. That v is coarser than -n follows immediately from the (obvious) con-

tinuity of the canonical bilinear mapping U-LxU2-^- Ux. Now let qklka be any

seminorm defining the topology e. By Proposition 2 and remarks following

Corollary 1, there exist functions k[, k2 such that in the Fourier representation

(14) associated with k\

d = sup {\FT\j? : F e Vi} < oo,       i = 1, 2.

And using (14) we easily obtain, with constant C>0,

<7*lfc2(S) ̂ C-C^-p^S)

and this proves our lemma.

Using Grothendieck's theory of tensor products (cf. [19, Chapter II, §4] and

[32]) we obtain from Lemma 4 the following statement which answers question

(®):

Proposition 3. Let Ult U2 be such that conditions (iv) and (v) hold and let one

of these spaces be quasi-barrelled (10).

Then: e = Y = m, i.e. x is the "right" topology on the space U; the completion 0X

of U is nuclear; and the space Wi= W1 (§)1 W2 is the AU-space with respect to

the space 0X and the AU-structure {k}. If both spaces í/¡ are metrizable (or both are

(DF)-spaces), then Wt=\Vn.

Example. Part of the difficulties above are due to the fact that we are not

asking U to be reflexive, as the following example shows :

Let | • | be any norm in Rn. For each integer />0 set B¡={x : \x\ ^/}. Denote by

9\, fori=0, 1,..., the space {fe Cg(Än) : supp/sF,} with the natural topology.

(10) For these statements only, it would be sufficient to assume that one of the spaces U¡

satisfies condition (v).
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Finally we define ^s=limind¡ 3\ and 3F = limprojs^s. Then 3F coincides as

a set with C%(Rn). If 3 denotes the space Cô(Rn) with the standard Schwartz

topology [30], then obviously the identical mapping 3 -> 3F is continuous.

Now, let A be any bounded set in 3F. Then A is a bounded set in any 3s.

However, all spaces 3s, and in particular the space 3°, are strict inductive limits

of Banach spaces. Therefore, the set A must be contained in some 3f, ¿>0. This

means that all/e A have the support contained in 77,. Since A is also bounded in

3s, í>0, we immediately see that A is bounded in 3. Thus the bounded sets in

3 and 3F coincide and the space (3F)'b has the relative topology of the space 3'.

This space, denoted by 3'F, is usually called the space of distributions of finite

order (cf. [23], [32]). Since 3'F is dense in 3', we have 3 = (3')'b = (3'F)b. The

nuclearity of the space 3F follows from the general theory of nuclear spaces [28].

However the nuclearity of 3F and 3'p also follows from Theorems 1 and 2 above,

because it can be shown that the space 3'F is an A [/-space (i.e. U=3F, W=3'F)

satisfying conditions (i)—(vii) (cf. [16, Chapter V]).

We can recapitulate the properties of 3F and 3'F as follows: The space 3F is

nuclear, complete (cf. Proposition 1 above), semireflexive, but not reflexive, thus

not quasi-barrelled, and therefore not Montel space; moreover 3F is also not

bornological (because of the inequality 3'F^3'). The space 3'F is nuclear, bar-

relled (as the strong dual of a nuclear space) and neither quasi-complete nor

Montel nor semireflexive.

Finally, let us notice that the space 3'F is an A [/-space in the sense of Definition

1 above, but not in the sense of the original definition in [15] where the reflexivity

of the pair (W, U) was assumed.

2. Beurling spaces. In this section we shall study the Beurling spaces of test

functions and distributions. These spaces represent a very interesting generaliza-

tion of the classical Schwartz spaces 3, 3' (cf. [4]). Actually the latter spaces

become in the Beurling scale a special, but in a well-defined sense, extreme case.

Another interesting property of Beurling spaces is their relationship to Denjoy-

Carleman classes [4].

These spaces were introduced by Arne Beurling in 1961 [3]. A systematic study

of Beurling spaces was later published by G. Björck [4] who carried out in the frame

of such distributions much of the theory of partial differential equations following

the program of Hörmander's monograph [21]. A regularity theorem for solutions

to elliptic equations was proved by O. John [20]. Other problems concerning

Beurling distributions are studied in [5], [9].

In this section we want to find an ,4 [/-structure for the Beurling spaces, i.e. to

exhibit majorants describing the neighborhoods of the origin in these spaces. (For

an analogous description in the case of 3, cf. our note [2].)

As a by-product which at the same time gives an intuitive idea of the proof we

obtain a decomposition of any entire function of the form $, where <p is a Beurling
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test function, into a sum $ = J,$k, where the summands <pk satisfy sharper bounds

than the function <p.

To begin with, let us recall the definitions of spaces S¡m and 2'^ : Let a>(Ç) be a

real-valued function defined on Rn and such that

(a) 0 = co(0) = lim «(je) g w(f+ rç) S w(f) + «(ij),       (Vi, ij e Än),
*-»o

<*> L '<«>*- < oo,'(Í+l?I)tt+1

for some constants a > 0, b real,

(y) Ä + a-log(l + |f|)a«(ö       (VfeÄ").

Let {FS}SÈ1 be a fixed sequence of balls Fs={|x| ^Fs} with Rs / + oo. Then we

define

®ÁKS) = {<p e L^Ä") : supp f> c Fs,

Í20)
||<p||r = sup (Iflfíle*«*«) < oo (VA > 0)}

and we set

(21) ®a = lim ind 3>a(Ks).
S-* oo

Then S>m is obviously an (LF)-space and its topology will be denoted by 9~.

Remark 1. If w(Ç) is as above, we define c5(£) = 1 + (p * <o)(f ), where p(£)

is a positive C°° function with a sufficiently small support and JV p(t) dt= 1.

Then we have (i) m e CM; (ii) |ä(ö-«(0|S2(V0; (iii) 1 SdKi+OS^O+^f);
(iv) |ö<3(fl/06|£M(l + |£|)B + 1 for some M>0 and all /-l.n and fEÄ».

Obviously ó also satisfies conditions (j8), (y) and the norms ¡flli"' and ¡¡pll*"" are

equivalent. Therefore, replacing the function u> by cD, if necessary, we shall always

assume in what follows that co has the properties (i)-(iv).

Remark 2. If F is a compact set, we define the supporting function 77K of F by

the relation

HK(v) = max <x, ij>.
xeK

It was proved in [4] that on each @m(Ks) the system of seminorms || • ||Am) (A>0) is

equivalent to the system

(22) f<p -> liMlir = sup (|#(0| exp (Xco(Q-H(r,)-1,|/4)\
I CeC" J A > 0

where, as usual, £ = £+!>;.

Remark 3. As it is shown in [4, Theorem 1.3.18], condition (y) implies that

S>acz Q¡ and @Jß) is dense in 2¿(Ql) for each open Q<=Rn. Thus, in particular,

for each <p e 3¡w <p(Q is an entire function and ¡&'<=@'a.

In addition to the topology T we shall also consider the following three topolo-

gies on the space 2a :
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Topology ¿Fa. Given positive constants C, A and two sequences of positive numbers

rk / +00 and ak / +00 (A:=0, 1,...), a0 = 0, we define

(23) Ak = {£ e C" : aMt) = hi = ak+M£)},

and

*(C, A, rfc, ak)

= /> e^ffl : sup (|0(O| exp (Ào>(f)-rfch|) â C for k = 0, 1,.. A
I CeAk J

The system of all such sets ^(C, X, rk, ak) defines a locally convex topology

3~a. Indeed, these sets are obviously closed and convex. Thus we only have to

check that they are absorbing. Let <p e 3a. Then, by Remark 2, for some A and

for any a > 0, there exists a constant Ca > 0 such that

10(91 fi Caexp(-aw(0 + A\v\).

Furthermore, for k0 large enough, we have rkl>.A. Thus, for a^A, the function

(C-Cä1)^ satisfies the inequalities defining the set ^i(C, A, rk, ak) for k^k0. For

the remaining strips Afc we have |tj| fiakoo>(i;) and therefore by choosing a^ A +

A ■ ako, we obtain

|0(O| è C„exp(-«Ko(£)-MM) ^ Cffexp(-Mf)).

Hence (C- C"1)? e ^r(C, A, rfe, ak).

Topology -Tk. Let 77s / +00 be any strictly concave sequence of positive num-

bers, i.e. {77s}s = 1 is dominated by any linear function of j. Choose a positive p. and

a sequence es tending to zero so fast that the series

+ »

(25) k(Q = 2 *sexp [-(s + p,Mt) + Hs\v\]
s = l

is convergent for all £ e Cn. Any such function is obviously positive and con-

tinuous in the whole space Cn. We set

(26) nk) = We3a: |0(O| fi k(t) (VÇ e O)}.

The topology !Tk is defined by all such sets "^(k).

Topology 3~kiv This topology is defined by the following fundamental system of

neighborhoods of the origin :

Wz(k) = {cpe3a: there exists a positive integer Nv such that

(27) <p = 2s S y <ps, where <ps e 3a and

10,(01 fiesexp[-(s+p)co(0 + Hs\r,\],s= l,2,...,N0,teC»},

where k is any function defined in (25).

Theorem 3. All four topologies if, J~a, 3~k and ^kfs defined above on the space

3a coincide.
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The proof of Theorem 3 will follow from Propositions 4, 5 and 6.

Proposition 4. The topologies 3~ and&~kZ coincide.

Proof. The inclusion ^kx<3~ follows from the fact that the sets Wz(k) are

convex and absorb bounded sets in the topology 3~, which, as an (LF)-topology,

is bornologic. In order to prove the opposite relation, 3~k^>3~, consider a convex

neighborhood 2£ of the origin in the topology ¡T. Then for some 8S > 0 and positive

integers A^ / +oo we have

Z n ®a(Ks) 2 {? : IIMk Ú 8,}.

Now we are going to define a new sequence of integers As S: X's as follows : Set

Aj = Ai, A2 = A2 and let px be the segment with endpoints [0, 0] and [A2, FJ in the

plane [A, R]. Next, consider a halfray originating at [A2, FJ whose slope is half

the slope of px. Let A be a point on this halfray whose second coordinate is R2.

Then if we write A = [v, R2], we define A3 as the integral part of the number

1 +max {A3, v}, andp2 as the segment with endpoints [A2, FJ and [A3, F2]. Repeat-

ing this procedure countably often, we obtain a broken line px u p2 u p3 u • • •

whose equation R = 4<(X) in the [A, F]-plane is such that the function </< is concave

and dominated by any linear function of A. Now we set p = A1; Hj = t/>(j) and we

choose Ej-^8j2'i so small that the corresponding function k(t) is well defined. Let

<p be any function in ^(k), i.e. for some N we can write 95 = 2f= 1 <Pj = 2f-1 (2'<Pj)I2'

with

sup{|&(£)[ exp [(7+pMI)-77,M]} ï .,.

Then for Xs^j< As + 1 we obtain supp <Pj^Ks and |||<p|||*s^ 8S. By the choice of p, the

same holds fory=l,..., Aj.

Proposition 5. The topologies ^a and 9~k are the same.

Proof. First we shall prove that F^^. Therefore, given a neighborhood

°ll(C, X, rk, ak), we have to find a function k(Ç) so that ^(k^^C, X, rk, ak).

By induction we shall construct a differentiable, even, convex function p(t)

defined on R as follows: Set so = ao = 0, p(0) = 0 and find an integer sx>0 so

that (i) p(ri) = s1; (ii) if [a1; —1] is the normal vector to the graph of the function

p at the point [ru st], then a1>a1 and for some qu a1 = a„i. Assume that we have

already found the integers s1<s2< ■ ■ ■ <sm and the function p defined on the

interval [ — rm, rm] so that

(28) p(rk) = sk,       k = \,...,m,

if [ak> -1] is the normal vector to the graph of p at the point [rk, sk], then for

some qk

(29) ak = aik > ak-
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Let  us  note  that  (28)  implies   that   for   Bk = {x : \x\ firk}   we   have   Bk =

{x : p(\x\) fisk} and by convexity ax < a2 < ■ ■ ■ < am. Now it is obvious that by taking

sm + 1 sufficiently large, the function p can be extended as a convex function to the

interval [ — rm + 1, rm + 1] and so that (28) and (29) hold for k = \, 2,..., m+ 1.

Now we define 77, by

(30) p(Hs) = s,       s =1,2,....

Thus by (28), 77s¡ = r¡, and by (29) the sequence 77s is strictly concave. We choose

(31) p   =   X + Oy

and e5 \ 0 so that k(Ç) is well defined and

(32) f E* < T
s = l z

Take £ e Cn arbitrary and write C = ^+irj = ^ + i8œ(^). Then for some integers

l,q

(33) a¡ ^ |0| < a1 + 1   and   aq fi \8\ < aq + 1;

thus £ € A„. Assume first 0^0. We shall prove that

(34) fc(0áCexp(-Aa>(3+rI+1H).

However, if we write A:(0 = S = i + 2s+=% + i> tnen obviously

(35) 2---áfexp(-Aw(0+/-,H).
s = l Z

Because of the symmetry of the function p([x|) there exists a point x, r¡ fi \x\ <

rl + 1 and such that [8, — 1] is the normal vector to the graph of p(\x\) at the point

[x, p(|jc|)]. Thus, by convexity ofp, the scalar product

(36) {[x,p(\x\)]-[x,p(\x\)]}° [8, -l]gO,

for any xeRn. Again by the symmetry of the function p, jc=|jc|-0/|0|, and we

obtain from (36) that for x = Hs-d/\8\, p(\x\) = s (s>s,),

(H,-\x\y\e\ g s-pi\x\) g s-Sl;

whence

00

2    esexp{(X-s-p.)a>(Ç) + (Hs-rl+1)\v\}
S = Sl + 1

(37) = 2 «. exp {-sa>(0 + (Hs- \x\)\0\w(Q}

^ (2£S)exP(-J¡) < 2"

Therefore by (35) and (37), inequality (34) is verified.
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If/^ 1, then by (29) and (33), l<q¡ ^q so that (34) implies

(38) k(OèCexp(-Xa>(0 + rq\V\)       (UA,).

If /=0 and q-Z 1, (38) still holds. Finally, if l=q = 0, then |ij| ̂ aMO and by (31)

and (32) we obtain the even sharper inequality

(39) k(0 S Cfe"**0       (£eA„).

From (38) and (39) we obtain -T(k)^^(C, X, rk, ak).

Now we have to prove ^-<^"ro, i.e. given k(Z) as in (25) we have to find

°ll(C, X, r¡, a¡) contained in i^(k). However, for this it is sufficient to choose

C=min (1, £i), A=p+1, r0 = H1/2, rs = Hs for sä 1 and a sequence as / +oo such

that

as ^ (j-loges + i)/(77s + 1-77s)

and this proves Proposition 5.

Proposition 6. The topologies 3~ and $~m coincide.

Proof. Obviously we have ^">^"m since if is barrelled.

For the sake of simplicity, we shall limit ourselves to the case Rn — R in the proof

of the opposite inclusion F-^^. Let 2£ be a closed convex neighborhood of zero

in the topology !T. Thus for some es \ 0 and As / +oo,

S n 2>a(Bs) 2 U e $>a(Bs) : sup (|$(f)| exp (Xsa>(0)) ^ «,)
I (eR« f

where Bs denotes the interval [—s, s]. We want to find °U(C, X, rk, ak)^2£.

According to [4] we can find a partition of unity {<xn} (n= ..., — 1, 0, 1,...) in

the spaced such that supp a_ne7_n = [ — n — 2, —n] (n = \, 2,...), supp a0s70 =

[ — 2, 2], supp ançIn =[n, n + 2] (n=l,2,...). By (22) there exist constants C„,n

such that

(40) K(D| è Ce.nexp(-ow(0 + Hn(rj)+\i,\l4),

where 77n(r;) is the supporting function of the interval 7n.

Take a 95 e ^i(C, X, rk, ak) where C, X, rk, ak will be determined later. Then

9 = 2 an9 where the sum is actually finite and supp (an<p)^Bn + 2.

Let us estimate the norm ¡«paol^'- By the subadditivity of w we obtain

|&>(0| i $m-t)\ -\&o(t)\dt

(41) g C-Ca¡0 Uxp(-Xw(Í-t)-aoj(t))dt

ú C-Ce,0 Lxp[(a-X)a>(Í-t)-aa>($)]dt.
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Thus for a = X2, C small and A = A2 + 2/ût where a is the constant in (y), we get

from (41)

(42) |f«o(0| ^ eaexp(-AaW(0)/3.

Therefore cpa0 e 2£/3.

Now take n = 1. Then

(43) £»(£) =   f+"v(i-0fi»(0*=   f   0íi-T)an(r)¿r

where we set r( = {T = t + ir¡ : r¡ = — anoj($ — t) for t e R}. Here we can change the

integration path from R to Tf. Indeed, since <p e ¿^m, we can find A such that for

each p > 0 there is a constant Cfl such that

I f°

I J -a„uj(?-()

^ Cflanw(í-Oexp(-jo£u(r))exp{£ü(f-í)[-/3 + i4aIl + (/i + 2)an]}.

Thus  for  P = A-an + (n + 2)an+l   the  last term  is g Coanü>(^-0^"')™<i)e"'0(í"í)

which tends to zero for |r| -> -fco.

Now by (43) we have

|f«n(i)| á CQn fexpMf-0[-A+r,fl,-(«-«,l/4)]-a«ü(í)}
(44) •»

•(l+an<ü'(í))í/í.

Here we have used inequality (40) and the relation 77n( — anco($ —1)) =

-nanw(£-t). However by Remark 1, \<*>'(t)\ <;A7(1 + |r|)2 so that by (44) and the

subadditivity of a> we obtain

|f«n(£)| ^ C-Ca,ne-°w (exp{w(è-t)[-X + rn-an + o-nan + an/4]}

(45) J
■{l+anM(l + \t\)2}dt.

Now we choose a = Xn + 2, rn = n — 3/4, an^4Xn + 2+ 16/a, where a is the constant

appearing in (y). Thus for some constant B we have

(46) |f«n(i)| g P-ûne-V*exp(-An+2a»(0) ^ (l/3-2")-eB+a exp (-An + 2o»(0),

if a„ is chosen large enough. Therefore 2n(pan e 2£/3. If n < 0, then by deforming

the path to 17 = a_ „<«(£-/) and with the same choice of constants an, rn we obtain

2|nV«„ £ %\3. Finally we get

CO 00 |

9 =   2 ?"" =   2 W\ (2W9an) 6 ̂
— CO - CO

and our proposition is proved.

Remark 4. For « > 1, the proof goes along the same lines.

Since trivially &]c<&~k,z, Propositions 4, 5 and 6 imply Theorem 3.
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Definition 2. The space 3>'a dual to the space 3>a is called the space of Beurling

distributions corresponding to the function w.

Corollary 1. The space S>'a is an A U-space with the A U-structure given by the

family {k} where the functions k are defined as in (25).

The reader has probably noticed that we proved more inclusions between the

above topologies than were necessary for the proof of Theorem 3. On the other

hand we were unable to prove directly the inclusions &~k,i<ya, 3~<3~k, y~k,-z<3~k.

Such a direct proof of the last inclusion would presumably give a more precise

form to the following consequence of Theorem 3 :

Corollary 2. Given the function

00

*(0 = 2 e*exP [-(s+/*M¿)+tf.to|]
s = l

as above, there exists

HO = 2 *.exp[-(j+AMf) + #.b|]
s = l

such that ifcpeSia and \^>(t)\^H(t)for all £ e Cn, then $ can be written as

$ = f &,       N = N(9),
s = l

where <ps e 2a and

|&(0| ú *.exp[-(j + /*)a»(fí + ír',p7|].

This corollary represents an analog of a lemma due to Mac Intyre (cf. [6,

p. 80]). A similar idea is used by B. A. Taylor [31] to find A [/-structures in certain

A U- and (7)F)-spaces of entire functions. However Taylor uses the technique of

F2-estimates of the 3-operator (cf. [22]). In our case this does not seem to work.

Remark 5. It can be shown that the topology lfk is particularly suitable for the

study of division problems in the space 2>'a (cf. [11]).

Remark 6. The idea of introducing convex functions p into estimates of Fourier

transforms goes back to B. Malgrange and L. Schwartz [26]. Proofs of Propositions

4 and 5 generalize easily to the case when, instead of taking 2l¡¡ = 3¡e¡(Rn), one

considers ^m(Q), where Í2 is an arbitrary open convex set in Rn. The proof of

Proposition 6 in this more general case seems to be technically very involved. One

of the reasons is the difficulty of giving an intrinsic characterization of elements of

the space 3>a, i.e. a characterization of elements in 2m without using the Fourier

transform. A characterization in terms of the theory of approximations was

recently given by G. Björck [5]. However it would be very interesting and un-

doubtedly difficult to find a characterization of the Beurling test functions in terms

of conditions imposed on the derivatives of such functions. In the case ^m = ^,

where such characterization is well known, we have carried out the proof of the
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equality 3~=3~k in a slightly different way [10]. Further properties of Beurling

spaces are investigated in another paper which we are preparing.
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